Win a Martin Guitar!

Don’t miss this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to win a custom-made, dreadnought Martin Guitar!

Since its introduction in 1916, the Martin dreadnought has been synonymous with modern music. Countless music legends from Hank Williams to Elvis and Bob Dylan to John Mayer, have played a dreadnought. With its projective tone and strong bass, it is one of the most widely copied body shapes ever.

How does a guitar align with NASPD and parks? C.F. Martin and Co. recognizes the health of their company depends on the sustainability of forest resources. In 2014, a partnership with DCNR's Jacobsburg Environmental Education Center was born to showcase responsible forestry practices which benefit the environment and make solid business sense.

This guitar's conservation legacy is even richer, as the wood within it is directly related to Laurel Hill State Park's CCC history. It includes salvaged red and white pine planted by CCC boys, sugar maple likely from the original landscape planting for the park, and American chestnut reclaimed from a CCC-building's rough-hewn beam. This gorgeous instrument will not disappoint!